
The Biggest Mistake We’ve
Ever Made
Published on April 7, 2021

Written by market-ticker.org

 

This risk is real and its universal with all the Covid

“vaccines” currently being produced and in trials in

the US.  Worse, we relied on the RNA and protein

data directly from China without independent

validation via Koch’s postulate and our own isolation

and puri�cation of the virus itself.  Today, as you

read this, that isolation, puri�cation and con�rmation

via Koch’s postulate in the United States has not

been done.
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Swedish Health Experts:
COVID Lockdowns Have
Killed Millions
Published on April 7, 2021

Written by collective-evolution.com

 

Professor Anna-Mia Ekström and Professor Stefan

Swartling Peterson have gone through the data from

UNICEF and UNAIDS, and came to the conclusion

that least as many people have died as a result of the

restrictions to �ght covid as have died of covid.
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Do Doctors Have To Have
The Covid-19 Vaccine?
Published on April 7, 2021

Written by bmj.com

 

Reader response to a post in the British Medical

Journal entitled Do doctors have to have the covid-19

vaccine?
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Current Cold Weather
Likely To Continue From
Solar Minimum
Published on April 7, 2021

Written by electroverse.net
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Land masses across the northern hemisphere are

experiencing a true taste of the GRAND SOLAR

MINIMUM this spring, as while brief pockets of heat

have intermittently prevailed, Arctic cold has never

been far away, forever-threatening to wipe out those

tender early-season crops that have been “tricked”

into sprouting.
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Medical Doctor Explains
Why He Declined The
COVID Vaccine
Published on April 7, 2021

Written by MedStoic Lifestyle Medicine

 

Suneel Dhand MD says in this video: “I am a doctor

that recommends routine vaccinations to all my

patients. Vaccinations have been amazing for

humanity. Here’s my story and unique concern, and I

want to throw this question out to an open

SCIENTIFIC DEBATE. Would you get the vaccine if you

were me?”
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P�zer Targeting American
Girls Age 12 To 15 For
Sterilization?
Published on April 7, 2021

Written by naturalnews.com

 

Bill Gates’ number one goal is to reduce the

population of planet Earth by a few billion people,

and he said he could accomplish this if he does a

really good job with vaccines and healthcare,

meaning dirty vaccines and Planned Parenthood

abortion factories in every metropolitan city (mainly

for Black baby genocide).
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PM Urged To Sack Tory Peer
After ‘Fake’ Virus Videos
Claim
Published on April 7, 2021

Written by independent.co.uk
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A Conservative peer has denied the pandemic exists

and blamed Chinese “fake videos” for fears about

Covid-19, sparking calls for her to be sacked from her

government job.
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The Professor Robert
Clancy COVID Interview
Published on April 7, 2021

Written by covexit.com

 

“We live in a strange post-truth world devoid of

honest free speech, integrity, compassion & science.”

— Professor Robert Clancy

Continue Reading  1 Comment

Free Speech Threatened By
Censorship Extremists
Published on April 7, 2021

Written by Dr Joseph Mercola
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March 23, 2021, Senator Bernie Sanders diverted

from party lines and spoke out against Twitter’s ban

of former President Trump, saying “yesterday it was

Donald Trump who was banned and tomorrow it

could be somebody else who has a very di�erent

point of view.” He also noted that it is risky to have a

“handful of high tech people” controlling speech in

America.
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Success: Settlement
Regarding Ivermectin Now
An Order Of Court
Published on April 7, 2021

Written by afriforum.co.za
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The civil rights organisation AfriForum and Dr George

Coetzee today achieved a further success in the �ght

for access to ivermectin when the settlement for the

compounding of and access to ivermectin with the

South African Health Products Regulatory Authority

(SAHPRA) was made an order of court.
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Next Phase Of This Fake
Pandemic Will Be Mass
Murder By ‘Vaccine’
Published on April 7, 2021

Written by lewrockwell.com

 

The stage is set, the plan is in place, and the people

are still asleep. The realization that this state has

declared war on the American people is unknown to

most, and when the killing reaches high levels, the

sheep will be told it is due to a mutated virus variant,

and it is their fault for not being injected quickly

enough with a poisonous ‘vaccine’ administered by

this same criminal state.
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Whistleblower: MRNA
Vaccines Will Kill Seniors
Within 2 To 3 Years
Published on April 7, 2021

Written by TruthVideos1984

 

Renowned international expert, Professor Dolores

Cahill of University College, Dublin, Ireland: “Anyone

who gets the mRNA injection, no matter what age

you are, your life expectancy will be reduced to you

know, die if you’re in your thirties within �ve to ten

years.”
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Vaccines Using Fetal
Tissue: 12 Faulty
Assumptions
Published on April 7, 2021

Written by lifesitenews.com

 

Some beliefs about the morality of vaccines using

fetal tissue are �awed because they rest upon faulty

assumptions — thus, whichever side you stand on,

it’s worth considering the most common ones.

Continue Reading  1 Comment

Euro Plans For ‘Vaccine
Passports’ Were In Place In
2018. Coincidence?
Published on April 7, 2021

Written by greenmedinfo.com

 

With the world being told that so-called ‘vaccine

passports’ will be required for all international travel

in future, and in many countries even to enter shops,

restaurants, bars, gyms, hotels, theatres, concerts

and sports events, the impression we are being given

is that the measure is a direct result of the

coronavirus pandemic. In Europe, however, which

hosts 8 of the top 10 pharmaceutical exporting

countries, planning for vaccine passports began at

least 20 months prior to the start of the COVID-19

outbreak.
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Spectacular New Hubble
Image Of The Veil Nebula
Supernova
Published on April 7, 2021

Written by sciencealert.com
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Stars die in �re and fury. They tremble and shake,

erupting their viscera out into space; when the star

explodes and the violence is done, a gorgeously

glowing cloud of star guts remains.
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Former P�zer VP: Covid
Vax Could Be Massive
Depopulation Tool
Published on April 7, 2021

Written by tapnewswire.com
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America’s Frontline Doctors (AFLDS) spoke to former

P�zer Vice President and Chief Science O�cer Dr.

Mike Yeadon about his views on the COVID-19

vaccine, hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin, the

regulatory authorities, and more.
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